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Introduction
Locally Distributed Web-server Systems, 
briefly Web clusters



Introduction

Can be classified by protocol level:
layer-4 : Transport Layer
layer-7: Application Layer

There are two main characteristics to 
classify layer-7 Web switches:

The first concerns the implementation layer:
kernel-based
application-based.
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The second considers the flow of the 
packet traffic between the client and the 
Web cluster

One-way
The servers send response packets directly to the 
client.

Two-way
The outbound packets pertaining to a response 
pass again through the Web switch.
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Introduction

The main focus of this paper is to provide 
a fair comparison among different 7-layer 
prototypes



Two-way kernel-based Web 
cluster

This architecture is based on the kHTTPd
server
A bunch of main daemons are responsible 
for handling client requests.
Main daemons are spawned by a 
management daemon
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One-way kernel-based Web 
cluster

Based on the TCP Handoff approach
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One-way kernel-based Web 
cluster

Dispatcher module:
1. parsing the HTTP requests
2. choosing a Web server according to some 

content-aware dispatching policy
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cluster

Forwarder module:
1. Intercepting Ethernet frames belonging to an 

already transferred TCP connection 
2. transmits them to the appropriate Web 

server



One-way kernel-based Web 
cluster

TCP handoff protocol module :
Encapsulation and transmission of the 
complete state of a TCP connection
Notification of TCP connection close from a 
Web server
Notification of TCP connection duplication 
failure from a Web server



Experimental results

Evaluating the performance and scalability 
of the two proposed kernel-based Web 
cluster architectures
Compare them with the basic TCP 
Gateway solution
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Conclusions

We have presented the high level design 
of a one-way and a two way Web cluster, 
that are implemented at the kernel level.
We show that with current off-the-shelf PC 
hardware it is possible to implement a 
one-way Web cluster that performs very 
well
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